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Autodesk AutoCAD is also available as a mobile app for iOS and Android. A Google Sheet App is available that is designed to
work on all Chromebooks, and another one is also available that runs on Windows 10 tablets. History Autodesk AutoCAD

began as an application designed to render construction drawings of houses. This application was created by two graduates from
University of Maryland, Jens Schaller and Roger Frigo. They wanted to build a CAD application that would create 3D

wireframe models of 2D construction drawings. Release AutoCAD was first released in December 1982 as a desktop app
running on microcomputers with internal graphics controllers. The first version of AutoCAD was called AutoCAD 1, and it

was released on December 8, 1982. This version of the application was released for the Apple II, MS-DOS, and UNIX
workstations. The cost of the software was US$795. When AutoCAD 1 came out, it was a $795 pricetag for the mainframe

version. In 1983, the first version of AutoCAD for the Apple Macintosh was released. This version was called AutoCAD 2, and
it cost US$495. It was the first version of AutoCAD designed to run on a personal computer. Development of AutoCAD 2 was
started in 1982, and it was first released in May 1983. However, it didn't receive much marketing attention until 1983. This was

the year when AutoCAD 2 was used to render several film scenes, including Jurassic Park (directed by Steven Spielberg).
AutoCAD 2 was released on the Apple II, the Apple Macintosh, and the IBM PC. The official release date of AutoCAD 2 was

in November 1983. This version of the software had a price tag of US$995. AutoCAD 2 came with several features like
dimensioning, jointing, and crossing. This application also had several add-ons like drawing windows, an edit window, and a

drawing database. The main benefit of AutoCAD 2 was the addition of the 3D objects. There were only 2D objects in
AutoCAD 1, and many add-on products were needed to complete an AutoCAD drawing. In 1986, AutoCAD 2 was released as

an update to AutoCAD 1. This update included many bug fixes and 3D objects. Also, the price tag of
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Q: How to make sure the generic type of the input value can be converted to the generic type of the output value? I have some
code that should work like this: void Foo(IEventMap m) {... } and this is called from: void Bar(IEventMap m) { Foo(m); } In
order for this to work, I need that the generic argument m in the function Foo can be converted to IEventMap. However, the
two interfaces are so similar that I'm not sure if this is possible. If it is, how do I achieve this? A: Unfortunately, you cannot use
covariance/contravariance with interfaces. Covariance and contravariance are associated with classes, not interfaces. So you
need to specify the actual concrete classes that implement IEventMap. I would declare IEventMap as a covariant interface.
IEnumerable is an example of covariance and List is an example of contravariance. A: It sounds like you want to declare Foo as
an interface that takes an IEventMap and then wrap that in a class that implements IEventMap so that it looks like: void
Foo(IEventMap m) {...} But interfaces don't allow covariance and contravariance, so there is no way to do that. One option is
to change the signature of Foo so that it can take a class that implements IEventMap as a parameter and call the method on the
class. IEventMap is in fact quite similar to IEventMap so you could just make it generic on Key and leave the other 2
arguments as they are. void Foo(IEventMap m) {...} If that's not good enough then you need to have separate implementations
of Foo that take either IEventMap or IEventMap as a parameter. Hope

What's New In AutoCAD?

Improved overall cursor control. Control is easier and more intuitive when tools are grouped. Shortcut keys can be reassigned
or removed. New: Render to PDF, Embed, and Video. Attach renderings to the original drawing for easier sharing. (video: 3:32
min.) The most recent drawing history is remembered when opening a new drawing. Several new camera view options. The Fit
and Size command is much improved, making it easier to design complex multi-sheet layouts. Ink In Place gives you all the
drawing and annotation tools for tracing. Indicate your trace or annotation with the Show Trace or Show Mark command. 1:15
AutoCAD video Printing Changes: You can send back comments to the Autodesk team for further improvement. You can now
print your drawings or send them to a printer by importing CAD data from your computer. You can customize the printing
settings and turn off the extraneous features that are not really needed for your designs. AutoCAD Team interview Quality and
Performance improvements: Workloads are accelerated for graphics-intensive applications. Improvements in animation
drawing performance, resulting in faster turnaround time for rendering. AutoCAD Graphics (formerly Autodesk AutoCAD for
Windows) simplifies the process of drawing. Its design and usage approach provides a streamlined experience for you to spend
more time working on the designs you want to create, and less time hunting for features. With AutoCAD Graphics, you get
more control, more time and more importantly, better decisions. Smart Objects in the New York Subway System Thank you
for choosing AutoCAD to design and create your future. Please visit our web page at www.autodesk.com/autocad. You will
find a wealth of information, including new and upcoming features. If you have questions about the latest release, visit our
support website at www.autodesk.com/autocad/faq. Happy New Year! We at the AutoCAD team want to wish you all a
wonderful and happy new year. Thank you for your support of AutoCAD, and we look forward to meeting with you soon.
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Macintosh: OS X 10.9.0 or later Compatibility: 32-bit & 64-bit Minimum System Requirements: OS X 10.9.0 or later CPU:
Intel Core 2 Duo / Core Duo 2.4 GHz or faster RAM: 2 GB Hard Disk: 11 GB Windows: Windows 7 CPU: Intel Pentium IV
1.9 GHz or faster RAM: 1 GB Hard Disk: 4.1 GB Please also note
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